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Set up Postman
What is Postman?
Postman is a simple web application that helps users test and interact with APIs. It sends standard HTTP
queries without requiring users to personally code them.

Install Postman
Postman requires installation and an internet connection. Follow the tutorials available here to install
Postman as a Chrome App: https://www.getpostman.com

Download aWhere Postman Collection
aWhere has also created a Postman “collection”. The collection gives you a list of template forms that
will help you complete some of the most important functions of the aWhere API. This tutorial requires
downloading the collection at the following link: https://github.com/aWhereAPI/API-PostmanCollections (don’t worry if you don’t understand Github or what the template forms will do at this time,
the tutorial will walk you through the process)
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After you have downloaded the zip file, unzip the folder before proceeding to the next step.

Import aWhere Postman Collection to Postman Chrome App

To use the collection in Postman, you need to import it. Open Postman, and at the top left click on the
“Import” button, then select “Import Folder”. Click “Choose Folders” and navigate to the location of the
unzipped API-Postman-Collections folder.
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After a successful import, you should be able to see aWhere as your environment in the top right. In the
left-hand navigation bar, you should be able to see the aWhere API Platform collection as a cluster of
folders under the “Collections” tab.

Get a Token
After importing the aWhere API collection, the first and most basic step for users is to “Get a Token”.
When you click on that option, it should generate a template form that looks like this:
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This form will help you request a token from the aWhere API. A token is a temporary access code that
the API generates, and must be included in any requests you send. Under the “Authorization” tab, you
need to set the type to “Basic Auth” and input your personal credentials – your Consumer Key and
Consumer Secret set up at the aWhere
CONSUMER KEY & SECRET
Developer Portal). Then click “Update
Your Key and Secret are not the same as the username
Request”.
and password you use to log into the aWhere Developer
In the “Get a Token” form, the top bar
Portal. Instead they are created when you log into your
tells you what kind of request you are
account and create an “App”. Every application you
making and where it is being sent. POST is
deploy should have a different Key and Secret used to
the HTTP verb that is used to send the
retrieve tokens.
request to the API endpoint. If you click
on the drop-down menu next to POST,
To view a list of apps associated with your account,
you will see there are many other types of
retrieve an existing Key & Secret pair, or create a new
HTTP verbs used to execute different
App, log into the Developer Portal, go to your profile, and
types of requests. An “endpoint” is a URL;
click the “My Apps” option. If you are already logged in,
think of it as a kind of port that the API
you can click this link:
uses to collect different requests and
process them. The endpoint to retrieve a
www.developer.awhere.com/user/me/apps
token is already given for you immediately
to the right of the POST verb:
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https://api.awhere.com/oauth/token

Underneath the top bar you can customize the content of the request. HTTP queries often include
“headers”; meaning, extra pieces of information such as authorization credentials, content type, etc.
You can see that the form gives you a space under the “Headers” tab to set Authorization. After hitting
“Update Request”, you should see a string of letters and numbers after the word “Basic”. This string is
actually your API Key and Secret (formatted as: {key}:{secret}) in 64-bit encoding.
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The “Body” tab defines the actual request for data. By default, “x-www-form-urlencoded” should be
selected, and one key and value filled out (grant_type, client_credentials). At this time don’t worry
about what all of these settings mean – without Postman you would need to correctly code these
headers and settings in your request, but with Postman they are preset to help you understand what a
correct request will look like. The aWhere collection is also set up to store your credential and token for
future use.
Upon hitting the blue “Send” button, you should receive a response from the API at the bottom of the
screen. If your username and passwords are correct, you should see a response body with two
attributes: access_token and expires_in. The access _token attribute is what Postman will automatically
use to do the REST API request in the rest of the tutorial. Expires_in is how many seconds (1 hour) you
have left to do API calls before this current API access token expires.
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If the key and secret you put in is wrong, you will receive an error message after hitting the blue “Send”
button.
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If you give the wrong username or password, you will see a 401 status - this status code is universal and
it means you are Unauthorized. If you see this code, it either means your username or password is
wrong or your access token has expired.
For reference, a list of all HTTP status codes can be found here:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_HTTP_status_codes

Fields & Plantings
Get Fields List
Now that you have a token, the first general category of API functions we will be looking at is the folder
labeled “Fields & Plantings”. (Note: Postman automatically organizes folders alphabetically rather than
thematically)
In the Fields & Plantings sub-folders, the different functions are organized thematically. The first
function is “Get Fields List”. This allows you to retrieve a list of fields associated with your account. If
your account is new, you
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won’t have any fields stored.
HTTP defines methods (sometimes referred to as verbs) to indicate the desired action to be performed
on the identified resource. In this example we used the GET verb to retrieve data, and the GET verb is
only capable of retrieving data, not posting any data to the server. This will be the most commonly used
verb throughout this tutorial, although note that we previously used POST to retrieve a token.
To retrieve the list, just hit the blue “Send” button. Postman automatically stored your token for you
and changed the endpoint, so your request will be sent to the correct endpoint with the correct
authorizations.

After sending the call, the API response will be displayed at the bottom of the form. Postman provides
several display options: a “prettified” JSON format, a raw format, and also a preview format. It is
important to understand that all of these displays contain the same data, it is simply formatted
differently. It’s possible you may never use any formats other than the easier-to-interpret JSON “Pretty”
display.
The field information displayed in response to a Get Fields List command will be only those fields which
have been created in your account, either by you or by an administrator.
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Create a Field
The Create a Field function provides an easy method to add a field to the list associated with your
account. As shown below, this function uses the POST command instead of GET, because the POST
method can submit data to the server rather than simply retrieve data. Under the “Body” tab, you’ll find
a template for the request to be submitted to the API. This template provides fields for you to fill in
with:
●
●
●
●
●

Required: The ID you wish to assign to the field. This ID must be unique, it will be the primary
reference used in the tutorial to retrieve data specific to this field.
Required: A latitude and longitude pair listed under “centerPoint”. This pair of coordinates
must be formatted in decimal degrees (as opposed to DMS – degrees, minutes, seconds).
Required: An id for the farm/organization that manages the field, if applicable.
Optional: A name for the field (e.g. a village or farmer name).
Optional: Acreage of the field (approximate or exact).

Postman takes care of formatting this request body as “application/json” before it is sent to the server.
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Once you have input the required information in “Body”, you can hit the blue Send button. If the call is
successful, the API will return a response with a HTTP status of “201 Created”.
Registering fields in the API is an important process. Instead of requiring manual input of locations,
other API functions retrieve data simply by referencing field IDs. This greatly simplifies calls and shortens
the inputs required.

Update Field
After a field is created, you can change some of the information using the PATCH verb. PATCH updates a
part of the object to which it is sent. It is typically a two-step operation. First, the request body tests to
find the desired piece of information in a given path, for example:
{"op":"test","path":/farmid","value":"farm1"}. If that condition is found, the request body then defines
the replacement value, for example: {"op":"replace","path":/farmid","value":"Farm-100"}. If the
operation is successful, you should see an HTTP status of “200 OK”.
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Exercise: Use POST, GET, and PATCH
In the API, a field contains information about location. Each field can have one or more plantings
associated with it, which contain information about the crop planted on that field, the date it was
planted, etc. The exercise detailed below gives you a chance to practice using the POST, GET, and PATCH
verbs, this time to create a planting that is associated with a field. Remember you can click on the
template forms in Postman to help you create and submit correct requests.
NOTE: Plantings must be registered using the crop IDs that already exist in the system – it is not possible
for users to create new crop IDs. Further, crop IDs must be spelled exactly the same, for example the API
recognizes “corn” as a crop but not “maize”. This restriction exists in order to ensure that models and
other agronomic calculations run correctly. To retrieve a list of crops, see the “Get Crops” command in
the Models subsection of this tutorial.

1. Create Planting
Use the POST method to create a planting and associate that planting with the field you just created:
-

Crop: corn-2300-gdd
Planting date: 2015-07-01
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-

Projected yield: 500 bushels
And projected harvest date as 2015-08-30

Remember: To create a planting on your desired field, you must be sure the POST request is send to the
correct endpoint. The default endpoint in Postman should look like this:

Note that the specified field in the endpoint is “field1”. If you changed the name of your field when
creating it, or wish to assign the planting to an entirely different field, you must replace the field ID in
the endpoint before sending the request.

2. Update Part of a Planting
Use the PATCH method to update part of a planting
-

Projected yield from 500 to 400 bushels
Projected harvest date to 2015-09-15

3. Get Plantings List for a Field
Check that you have input the data correctly by using the GET method to get all plantings associated
to the field.
(Hint: As with the “Get Fields List” command, you do not need to make any changes to the Body tab, but
must ensure you send the request to the correct endpoint.)
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Weather
Daily Observations
The first function under the Weather folder is Daily
Observations – the simplest way to retrieve historical
weather data for your fields. All that is required to retrieve
this data is to input the field ID into the endpoint/URL. By
default, the API will return a response with the most recent
7 days of observed data for the field.
(Note: Temperatures are return using Celsius degree units)

Single Day
In addition to specifying the field in the endpoint, it’s
possible to specify a date in the format of “/yyyy-mm-dd” at
the end of the URL, and receive a response with only that day’s observed data.

Day Range
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Similarly, you can specify a range of dates to try to retrieve more data than the default 7 days. However,
the API by default will only return 50 days’ worth of data in a single call. As seen in the example below,
though the date range is set up as 2015-3-21 to 2016-3-21, the last date with data in the results is 201505-09.

There are two ways to work around this and still get the desired range of data. One method is to send
multiple requests while increasing the data yield per request (Optional Parameters). Another way is to
combine multiple date ranges into one call (Batch Job).
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Optional Parameters
Optional Parameters allow users to change some of the default settings of the API, in this case get more
than 50 days of data per call. This parameter allowing this is “limit”, and can be set to at most 120 days
per request (this maximum is set by aWhere).

You can enable manual changes by clicking the “Params” button next to the endpoint. The parameter to
be changed and new value must then be entered in the boxes labeled “key” and “value”.

Note that after changing the limit to 120 and resending the request with the same date range specified
earlier, you now receive data for a longer period of time, up to the date 2015-07-18.
However, while changing optional parameters allowed you to retrieve more data in a single call, it still
did not span the entire desired range. To retrieve the full years’ worth of data, you could construct
another 3 calls, or use the
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Batch Jobs function, which will be covered later in this Tutorial.

Forecasts
The functions to retrieve Forecast data works similarly to the function for Daily Observations. The field
ID must be included in the endpoint (data can only be retrieved for a single field in one call), and the API
will return a response with 7 days of forecast data by default.

When you examine the forecast data returned, you will see that unlike daily observations, forecasts
include hourly changes. This is because changes in forecasted weather during the day can greatly impact
farm-level decision making.
Modeling a system as complex and unpredictable as the global climate gets increasingly difficult as the
temporal distance increases. As a result, forecast data is only available for a maximum of 7 days.
Requests for more than 7 days of forecast data will return an error message.
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However, it is still possible to specify a range of dates within the 7 days of available forecasts and
receive back only the data for the range.
In addition, as the different endpoints
make clear, Forecast data cannot be
retrieved simultaneously with Daily
Observations. If a request sent to the
Forecasts endpoint specifies a date that is
in the past, the API will return an error.
This illustrates a crucial distinction
between modeled Observations and
modeled Forecasts in the aWhere
database.
Modeled Observations draw on recorded
station and satellite data about the
weather as it actually happened on the
queried date. While the specific field
queried is not likely to have been covered by a station, aWhere’s models leverage elevation data and
the nearest available weather station data to create a continuous grid of the weather as it happened.
Modeled Forecasts cannot draw on actually-observed data for the specified time – by definition the
future weather has not occurred. Instead forecast models use numerical weather prediction of
atmospheres and oceans to project the weather forward from current observed conditions. The Global
Forecasting System run by the US National Weather Service forms the basis of aWhere’s forecast data,
and every effort is made to ensure forecasts are as accurate as possible.
Forecasts are necessary for decision-making – in many cases if a farmer waits until the weather actually
occurs, it will be too late to take necessary actions. However, weather forecasts for a field will almost
always be less accurate than weather data modeled from actual observations. Once a forecast date has
passed and Daily Observations are generated for that date by aWhere’s models, users should use the
Daily Observations for analysis.
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Norms
Data on long-term historical normal weather at
a field can be easily retrieved from the aWhere
API with the Norms function. Norms are the
average weather values observed at a
particular field on a particular day over many
years. Norms are used when analysts want to
determine what “normal” weather is at this
field – with yearly fluctuations and outliers
smoothed out through averaging. Unlike the
Daily Observations and Forecast functions,
Norms require a date input.
The easiest method to retrieve a Norm value is
to input a date and month in the format “mmdd”, and the API will return values that
represent the 10-year trailing mean at that
field location for that date. If users want norm
values for each day within a range, they can
also specify a date range for the calculation – using the same format as date ranges for other functions –
and retrieve 10-year normal values for up to 366 days at a time.
Additionally, users can specify a range of years to define the length of the historical record used to
calculate the Norms.
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Postman will show a range from 2010 to 2015 as the default when the Norms function is selected, as
shown below:

This request will calculate the norm for field1 for each day from August 1-15, using the values for those
days from the years 2010 to 2015. Users can also exclude a year from the Norms calculation using the
Optional Parameters, as demonstrated in the example below:

Current Conditions
The Current Conditions function returns the conditions for a field from the nearest station. This result
will differ from the Daily Observations result for the field in that it is not modeled based on a
combination of stations and elevation data. The current conditions results are also updated hourly.
Users should note that the nearest available station may be many kilometers away from the field, and
therefore may not return
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results that are representative at the field level.

Agronomics
The functions in the Agronomics folder work very similarly to the Weather functions; they can return
both data for values and norms, with default ranges, custom ranges, and single days. Use what you’ve
learned in the Weather section to retrieve values and norms for agronomic variables.
To better understand the agronomic variables available in the aWhere API, you can refer to
documentation here: http://developer.awhere.com/api/reference/agronomics

Exercise: Retrieve Agronomic Values and Norms
GET the default agronomic values for the default span of days for one field. Then try to specify two
additional calls with a single date and a date range, using the same format as in the Weather section.
Next, GET agronomic norms for the default days and years set in the Postman form. Then use the same
techniques that you used in the Weather Norms section to retrieve agronomic norms for a single day
and change the year range.
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Models
Crop & Model IDs

The functions in the Models folder are slightly more advanced than the Weather and Agronomics
functions, and require an understanding of crop and model IDs. You can retrieve a list of crops and their
IDs by sending a blank query to the crops endpoint
(displayed in the example above).
The response will include all crops supported in the
API, with no need for users to register crops
personally. Each crop entry will include an ID, which
must be spelled precisely the same when registering
a planting or specifying a model.
Similarly, the Get Models function will return a list of
all models currently implemented in the API, with
their IDs included.
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Once you have a model ID, you can use the Get Model Details function to return the metadata for that
specific model. You must use the correct ID found in the Model list, or the API will return an error.

Model Results
Finally, the Get Model Results function will run a selected model for a field and planting set up by the
user in their account. To use this API function, you must specify a planting for your desired field, and
crop and planting date must be correct for the model results to be valid. Return to the “Field &
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Plantings” section of this tutorial for help setting up a field and planting correctly. The example below
shows the results of running the model “Corn2500ISUAbendroth” for a field named “agra_uganda_1”.

Batch Jobs
What is a Batch Job?
Batch jobs are a collection of many API calls that are executed at the same time through a particular API
endpoint: /v2/jobs

Because the batch job is sent in one request to the server, it is faster than sending many individual API
calls, as it eliminates much of the “overhead” of the many different HTTP transactions – that is, it
reduces the time spent transmitting and receiving data back from the servers.
Batch jobs are the most efficient method for users who wish to query many locations at regular intervals
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to receive data.

Set Up a Batch Job
Currently there is no Postman form set up to assist users in creating a batch job – they must be created
manually and assigned a job ID. Once a job is created, users must POST it to the endpoint “/v2/jobs”.
The API will execute each call and package the results, which users can then retrieve using GET
/v2/jobs/{jobId}.
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